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ON THE l,1AXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF
MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION MODELS CONTAINING

SERIALLY CORRELATED ERROR COMPONENTS`

BY JAN R. MAGNUS AND ALAN D. WOODLANDt

I . INTRODUCTION

Lver since the important paper by Balestra and Nerlove (1966), econo-
metricians and statisticians have made extensive use of error components models,
that is, rcgression modcls whose error terms are the sum of two or more indepen-
dent cun)poncnts. Error components models are typically (although not ezclu-
sivelyl used in analyzing panel data, and the sharp increase in availability of
pancl data in rec~nt years has led to a renewed interest in such models.

In the rllrrr-rrrur culnpoltrnts model, the error structure is

(1.1) u;1-r',-}-ll;-~e;,, i-1...,q:t-1...,T,

whcrc r, and p; are the time-spccific and the cross-section-specific components,
and ;r,;, ;ll;; and ;r,;,; are mutually independent white noise sequenccs. More
popular land easier tu estimate) is the tx'o-errur romponents model where either
u; - 0 ur r. - Q In lhis llanl~r, we ch;ill t.nnr.'en[r:are n., the r~ti,L-e,.~, ~ompo.,"„~
mud~l l~ith error structure consisting of c;, and time-specific component el: Ihe
timc-,ptcific, uvo-error cumponents model. Most uf the subsequent analysis,
huwcvcr, ;Ipplics cyually wcll to thc cross-section-spccific, two-crror componcnts
mod~l.

Althuugh line:u :tnd nunlinear regression mudcls with two- or threc-error com-
punents hale perfurmed well in empirical applicatiuns, there are two major areas
for gcncralizatiun within thc crror cumponcnts framcwork. First, thcre is Ihc nccd
to allol~ fur pu,sible serial correlation in the disturbances, and secondly we wish
ta be ;thlc to hunJle multivariate error compunents mudels where the compo-
n~nts :Irc vcclors rather than scalars. Let us briefly discuss [hese [wo gener-
alii.aliuns.

"i"he discussiun of serial correlatiun within the error components framewurk
uri~inatcs w'ith Lillard and Willis (1973), whu uscd the two-crror cumponcnU
mudcl in which ;r:;,~ is assumcd to folluw u first-urdcr autorcgressivc AR(l)
prucess with a singlc autocorrelation coefficient applicable (or all i. They esti-
mateJ the par:un~ters af their model by a two-step procedure. Revank:tr (1979)

'~t:lml.rnpt rrreictJ Octuhtr 1986; revisrJ Srptembrr 1987.
'~1.IEnu.'. rr.~~;lrch w-a, wppurtcJ in pan by thc NetherlanJs OrganitwGun fur lhc AJvancemrnt

1)f Purr Rr,rarch Ilw'Of w'ooJI:InJ's rcseurch was suppurteJ by Granls frunl the Sucial Srrvices
:InJ tIlII11:111111C] RCiC:lrl'tl LUUlla:l~ Uf C:1n:IJJ 'JI1J IhC UnIVCr51ly Uf SyJnty. WC :IrC KrC:IIIy inJrbteJ
l,. (~r~'~ I)i'IIII:I. Atlr:l t~l'1I1p1Yly, St1y:1111J Ruy, unJ D:I1~iJ Ryan fUr CXltpl1u11aI reae~rch aaalslull~'t.
:In.l t,. 1. ti. ('r:uner :InJ the rcferccs (on c~lpful r.)mmrnU.

~t)~
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studied the three-error components model ( 1.1) in which {e,} follows an AR(1)
process. He too proposes a two-step estimator. The properties of the maximum
IiV:eliliood estimator for the Lillard-Willis model were studied by Anderson and
Hsiao 11982). Similar models were presented by Lillard and Weiss ( 1979) and
Hause (1980). MaCurdy ( 1982) generalized the error structure of Lillard and
~~'illis to a morc general time-series process for {et,}. Pagano (1974) and Revankar
119801 studied error components models of a slightly difïerent sort where the
crror structure can be written as

Il.?) u,-e,fe„ r-1,...,T,

~tihcre the first component {e,} follows an AR(p) process and the second (indepen-
dent) component ;s,~ is white noise. See also King (1986).

A multi~ariate, two-error, components model was first estimated by Chamber-
lain and Griliches ( 1975) using maximum likelihood ( ML) techniques. A full
treatment of multivariate two error components analysis by maximum likelihood
(but ~~ ithout serial correlation) can be found in Magnus ( 1982).

Tlic aim of tliis paper is to study the multivariate version of the time-specific,
t~~o-error components structure, where the components are vectors rather than
scalars, allowing serial correlation in both components. In fact, even more gener-
alization is possible. It suffices to assume that {e,} and {e;,} are independently and
normally distributed vectors with zero means such that

1 I.31 E e, e; - J„ f- and E c;, s„ - ~~;1~,~ A,

s, t- 1,.. , T; i,Í- 1,.. ,4,

~herc fis positive semidefinite and A positive definite. The T x T matrices
G- Icl„) and :~f -(N;J) can be taken as the covariance matrices of arbitrary
autorcgressive moving average ( ARMA) processes. We shall show that full ML
cstimation of rcgression models (linear or nonlinear) with a time-specific, two-
error components structure defined by ( 1.3) is feasible, even though the dimension
of the covariance matrix and the number of parameters can be very large.

Tlic modcl dealt with in this paper should be of particular interest to analysts
of panel data sets in which the number of individuals is relatively small. Such
d:~ta sets include those consisting of a time series of observations on diH'erent
industrics las in our empirical example), states, or countries. In this type of panel
data set. it is often desirable to include a pure time component in the disturbance
to account for shocks common to all industries, states, or countries. If the time
cumpunent is included as a vector of fixed e(Tects, the number of parameters
increascs with the number of time series observations. Accordingly, it is more
appropriate to include the time component as a random vector.

Thc plan o( thc papcr is as follows. In Scctions 2 and 3, wc discuss thc
multivariatc ~Tnnlineur rcgression model where the disturbances have a time-
tipccific. t~tio-error components structure and both components follow AR(1) pro-
ce~~cs. -fhcurcm 1 shuws that the likelihood funetion ean be wrilten as a funetion
of matriccs of small dimcnsion, allowing full ML estimalion of the whole system.

In Scction 4 we specialize to the Iinec~r regression model in which the matrix of
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cxplanatury ~ariablcs docs not dcpc.nd on i. This situation ariscs yuitc often, for
cxamplc, whcn~thc rcgressors are function of prices only, and each of the y
industries taces the same prices. (This is, in (act, the case in our empirical example
uf Section 5.) Theorem 2 then shows that we can concentrate the likelihood
functiun with respcct to the regression parameters, which dramatically facilitates
thc oplimization.

An empirical example is provided in Section 5, where we study the interfuel
substitution possibilitics in Dutch manufacturing. In this illustrative example,
annual d:ua on the cost shares and priccs of various fuels in each of six manufac-
turing industrics are uscd to estimate the model by maximum likelihood. The
cxamplc shows that it is practical to take account, simultaneously, of contempo-
r:uuous corrclation between cost shares of fuels in all industries and serial corre-
lation of each componcnt of the disturbances.

Scction 6 summarizcs our conclusions. Finally, the appendix gives the math-
ematical background of Theorems 1 and 2, and provides the tools for extending
the thcory to the more general structure.

~. A~IUL'rIVARIATE ERROR COMPONGNTS MODEL W1TH SERIAL CORRELATION

Let us consider a set of nonlinear regression equations

(2.1) );c-l,~Xcc,~c)trr;,, i-1,.. ,q, t-1,.. ,T,

~s~here t~ ~ :!nd 'i .,. "; ..e.CtvrS, ii,:. ncnrarrdom in ulJ Á ;, arC p X Í;
- II' ll ' ~l ~ p~ p~--

matrices, and the unknown parameter vectors ~; are k, x I vectors. We shall
make the following assumption regarding the disturbances.

AssuvNnu~ 2.1. The p x 1 disrurbance vectors {u;,} decompose as.

u;,-e,fe;,, i-1,.. ,q, i-1,.. ,T

r'c - Pc', - i -~ t', ,

uncl

r,;, - xr:c.c- ~ f i.~ cz;lrc. i- l, .. , q, t- 2, .. , T,

u'itll initiul conditinns

~ 1 - 11 - pz)-,:zr,r and e;; - (1 - xz)-uz~i`zry l.

Thr rrcturs ;r„ urr i.i.d. N(0, f), r posilit~e semidefrnite; the cectors {rl;,} are i.i.d.
,~~10. 01. A pc~sitit-e definite; the secluences {r,} and {ry;,} are independe~r, and
~x~ c 1.1!'I c I,i.; 10(i - 1.....y)-

If we tliink of our data as arising from a combined time-series cross-section of
cl índustries over T years, then the disturbance vectors u;, are composed of a
~cctur which is ditt'crent for each industry, and a common vector, which reflects
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marruccunumir disturbances afTecting all industries in the same manner. Both
~cctors can bc subjcct to autocorrelation.

In urd~r tu :ts~css the appropriatcness and flexibility of Assumption 2.1, let us
cunàidcr sumc spccial cases.

Cusr (i1: x- ~~ - 0, i.; - I. The disturbance vector can be written as

uu-urt7;r.

This is the multivariate version of the well-known, two-error components model,
as introduced by Balestra and Nerlove (1966), which suggests itself naturally
whcn combining time-series data with cross-section data.2 In the present case, the
disturbanccs u;, are rectors so that the error components are matrices, vis à vis t'
and ~. This multivariate extension~of the two-error components model was ex-
tcnsivrl~~ studied in Magnus ( 1982).

Clr.~r (ii): r- U, i.; - I. Here we have

liir - xui.r - t f nil .

i.c., tint-urder vcctor autocorrelation. Notice that the autocorrelation parameter
x is assumcd tu be the same for every industry; this has an important practical
rr.uon, which we shall discuss later in this section. Also notice that we have a
singlc parametcr x rather than a p x p matrix A.3

Cusr (iii): f- 0, x- 0. Now
u.r -~~ iznir -' N(U, i.; ~).

This specification is intermediate between a Zellner-type seemingly unrelated
rcgression modcl for all industries combined [u;, ~ N(U, ~)] and a Zellner-type
xemingly unrelated regression model for each industry separately [u;, ~
,V(0. 0;)].

Cusr (iv): x - 0. Then

u;, - cr f i.ji2~u. e, - Per-t f ur,

i.c., two errur components with the common component subject to auto-

correlation.

Citse ( v): p - 0. Then

ll;r s Ur f E;r, u~
Eir - ~i,r - t f ~ i ~ir ~

' ~~ Iinaar multiple regresiiun model with covariance matrix as in case (i) was first estimated by
C'hamtxrl~in and Grilichcs t 1975t using LM techniques.

' The rcawn for this is provideJ by Berndt and Savín (1975), who show that all diagonal dements

uf u dslgonal matrix uf awocorrclation parameters must be equal to lx consistent with the adding-up

pruptn~ Uf SI7:Ire et{UOUOnT.
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i.e., t~~u errur cumpunents with the residual component subject to auto-
correlatiun.

Cusr (vif: x - ~~. Thcn

u;, - xur.~- r t N'1~ ~ x;~ - r, t i.~ izrll~.

This is the mirror image of cases ( iv) and (v). Cases ( iv) and (v) have two error
components with one component subject to autocorrelation; case ( vi) has auto-
currclation with a residual consisting of two components.

From these six cases we conclude that Assumption 2.1 is a tlexible assumption
tu make, and that it allows interesting hypotheses to be tested.

Lct us dcfinc

('.?) u; - ( u;l . u~z~ . ~ u~r)~; u - (u'r, uí, . , u'q)'.

Onc may thcn verify that the covariance matrix takes the (orm

('.31 f2- E uu'-AQAf,QOf u'QMoQf'

whcrc

Al, -
1

1 a xz .. . ar-1
x 1 a ... ar-z
xz x ! ... ar-~

I - x'-
tT- r xr-z xT-, ... ~ J

.11~, is dcfincd similarly (with p instead of a), r is a y x! vector of ones, and A is
thc diaeonal y x y matrix wíth i,,, ..., i.y on the diagonal. Note that, without a
furthcr cunstraint, only ratios of thc i.'s can bc idcntificd, not thc i.'s thcrosclvcs.
Wc thcrcfore normalizc thc i.'s in thc following convcnicnt way.

Assu~ll~noN 2.?. The q x y mutrix A rs normnli-ed by Ir A-' - y.

Sincc the cumplctc covariance matrix S2 is of the ordcr pyT x pyT, ML esti-
m;ltion of mudcl ( ?.l) under Assumplion 2.1 is only feasible if we can express the
dctcrmin:uu and invcrsc of i2 in tcrms of matriccs of lowcr dimcnsion. Thc ncxt
scctiun shuw~s that this is possiblc, duc to thc Kroncckcr structurc uf S2. This
Kronecker structure is destroyed if x(or p) is allowed to dilTer uver industries,
and the eipressiuns for f2, ~52~ and S2-' become cumbersome and impractical in
th;tt casc.

~. 7lIE LIKFI.llllk)D FUNCI~ION

With .ll, as dcfincd in (?.4) and Al~ dcfincd similarly (with p rcplacing a), we
ran nu~~ pru~e the fulluwing results, showing that the likclihuud can be writtcn
;ts ;1 fun~liun uf p x 1, matriccs unly, cvcn lhuugh thc cumplcte covarian~c m;ltrix
i. 1,yY' x hy7'.
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Tt1EOREM 1. Consider the nonlinear reyression model (2.1) under Assumptions
2.1 und 2.2. Ler Q be the T x T matrix

rl - a')'t2 -a 0 .:. 0 0~
' 0 1 -a - . 0 0

13.11
Q-

0 0 0 ... 1 a
0 0 0 --- 0 1

so that QQ' - Af; ', and let Z be an orthogonal T x T matrix such that

(3.21 Z'Q'MPQZ - H,

rchrre - is u diagonal matrix with s;~,..., ~r on the diagonal. Defrne the T x T
rnutrix S-(a„) b)' S- QZ, and the p x p matrices Wr by

13.31 W,-Afq~,i", t-1,...,T.

Thc~n the log-likelihood Junction is

13.41 L--(U2)qTp In 2n-(1~2)In ~f2~-(1~2)u'A-`u,

rrirh

13.5)

curd

IDI -~ n i;~Or (1 - a2)-~ ~A~ta-rrr n 14t;1
r r r-t

(3.61 u'f2-'u -~(I f b,a~)~ ~ i.j 'uí,0-'uj, - qu',A lu,~
r-1 `jzl

T-l a

- 2x ~ (~ ~1 ~uír0-luJ.rtr - qurA-`urtr
rzr ;zr

f q ~ 1~ Q,r u:~ wr `1 ~ aar uaJ ,
r~l `aal `s~l

ichereJ; -c~r-O.S,-I(t-2,...,T -IJ,and

13.71
9

uj, - 1'jr -i~~1Xjr. Í;1), ur -(1~9) ~ 1~ `uJr.
j-i

FKcxrr. The proof proceeds by applying the lemmas of the appendix taking
L- A, ,t1 - M,, G- MP, and a- r -( l, 1, ..., 1)'. In particular, we use (A.4),
IA.S), and IA.19). For a full proof, see Magnus and Woodland (1987a). Q.E.D.

Thcorcm 1 allows substantial generalisation. In fact, it appears from the Ap-
pcndix that esscntially the same result holds for

(3.tt1 f1-LQM~Afaa'tí~Gt~('
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where L is a positive definite y x y matrix ( not necessarily diagonal), u is a y.c 1
vcctor (w'hosc componcnts arc not ncccssarily cqual), and M and G arc arbitrary
7' x T matrices (.M positive definite, G positive semidefinite). In particular, M
und G can be covariance matrices of very general ARMA processes. ([n Theorem
I both hf and G rcpresent an AR(1) process.)

Theorcm I shows that although the complete covariance matrix is pyT x pyT,
tlie likcliliood function only contains p x p matrices. Evaluation of L is therefore
casy and incxpcnsivc. Gvcn so, thc total numbcr of paramctcrs can bc largc. It
secros worthwhile, therefore, to investigate whether concentration of the likeli-

hood with respect to the ~f parameters is possible. It turns out that concentration
is indced possiblc, but only in a somewhat restricted class of linear models. The
ncxt section deals with this case.

4. THE LINEAR CASE

In Section, 2 and 3. we considered a set of nonlinear regression eyuations given
by (?.I ). Lct us now consider the following set of lineur regressions:

(4.1) }'a-X~Í)~fu;,, i-1,...,9, t-1,...,T,

where }';, and u;, are p x I vcctors, the nonrandom inputs X, are p x k matrices,
and the unknown parameter vectors ~f; are k x 1 vectors. Notice that the inputs

X, are the same for each i. This is essential. Without this feature, much of the
subscyuent treatment would not lead to tractabÍe results.

In this section, we shall investigate whether in the linear model (4.1) con-
centration of the likelihood function with respect to the ~ parameters is feasible.
Tlic following thcorcro shows that this is the case.

TIIEORE~1 2. Consider the linear reyression model (4.1) under Assumptions 2.1
wtd 2.2. The nuiximum likelihood equationsjor ~f„ (3z,..., (ia are

14?1 ~r - Q~ ~d, f Qz ~d,

unr( the "us}'mptotiC Cocariance matrix" ojthe ML estimators ~1, ..., ~a is gicen
nr

(4.3) as.var (~d - i~Qi' t(1I9xQ2' - Qi 1)

cutd

(4.4) as.cov (~„ i~;) - (1 ~9xQ: ' - Q i ~ ), i ~ j,

~chere

r r[-~ t

(4.5) d; - ~(1 f t5~ x2)C~t - x L (Ct.~ r t f C~ i l.~),
,al ~sl

(4.6) d- ~~~ arsX~J ws 11 ~ au S~ J ,
s~l ~~1 `rel
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14.7)

(a.x)

urrd

r r-tz
Q r- (1 t àr a)Cu - a (Cr.r t t f Cr t t.r),

r-t r-t

( trQz -~ 1~ auXr~ w, 1~ anXr~,
~-t `r-r `r-t

9
(4.9) C,r - X:~ ~Xr, c:r - X:0 ~(!'u - Yr), Yr - (lIq) ~ À~ jYJn

i-~

tchilc J, und a„ are deJined in Theorem 1.

PRC)nr. From Magnus (1978, Theorems 1 and 3), the ML equation ( first-order
condition) for li - (li',, ..., ~39)' is ~

i - (X'D-'X)-'X'~-tY

and the "asymptotic covariance matrix" of the ML estimator Q is

as.cov ((~) - (X'S2- `X)- ` a

Again, we apply the results of the Appendix, taking N-!, a- r, L- A, and
using (A.7), (A.8), (A.l I), (A.13), (A.14), and (A.18). A detailed proof is available in
Magnus and Woodtand (1987a). Q.E.D.

Givcn thc M L cquations for (3„ ... , ~iq from (4.2), we may now define

v
(4.10) ir~r - 1'~r - X,~~1. u, - (lI9) ~ ~~ lup!-i

and replace u„ and ir, with u„ and u, in (3.6) and, hence, in (3.4). Thus, we óbtain a
concentrated log-likelihood function containing only m- p(p f 1) f q f 1 pa-
r.uncters (t', 4, A, x, p). Maximization of the concentrated log-likelihood function
yiclds M L estimates for these m parameters, and (4.2) can then be used to obtain
M L estimates for the remaining qk parameters. That this is a worthwhile pro-
cedure is shown by our empirical example (Section 5). There we have p- 3,
y- 6, and k- 9, so that, of the 73 parameters to be estimated, 54 are con-
centrated out of the likelihood function.

The information matrix, which yields the asymptotic variances and covariances
uf the ML estimators, is block-diagonal (Magnus 1978, Theorem 3). For the
"structural" parameters ~3; we find from (4.3),

as.var (Í~r) - ~rQ~ ` } (U9xQ~ ~ - Q~ r).

Denoting the m covariance parameters (f', A, A, a, p) as 9„ dz, ..., 9,~, we can

' SrricQy stxaking, we should diticrentiate between the junrrion fl and the true (unknown) ualue of
íl. ,:~y fT,,. Thu. ihe asymptutic eovarienct marrix of ~is ( X'fla X)-'.
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compute the symmetric m x m matrix 4' with typical element
1 1

14.1 I) 4';~ - tr~r ~ i2 ~~~ S2~ .
` ~ ~

The matrix 24'-' then gives the asymptotic variances and covariances of (3,. ...,

1~,,, `
T,vo problems remain. The first is that maximization of the concentrated log-

likclihuud functiun with respect to [', e, A, ~ and p does not guarantee that the
estimate for C' is positive semi-definite, e positive definite, i.;(i - l. ... , g) positive,

Ixl ~ I. ar~d IPI ~ 1. Hcnce, we write

t- - La L~ and e- Ld L~,

where L~ and L,, are lower triangular-matrices, and maximize the cuncentrated
log-likelihood with respect to the lower triangular elements of L~ and La, and the
i.;, undcr the cunstraint that the diagonal elements of L~ and LJ, and the i.; are
all nonnegative." This procedure ensures that ML estimates for r and e are
positivc scmi-dctinitc, but it docs not imply nonsingularity of e.

Thc secund problem is thal most estimatiun procedures of dyn~mic errur
rumpunents mudels pruduce inconsistent estimates. A unified treauncnt uf this
problcm undcrlining the importance of initial valucs is given in Sevcstre and
Trognon (1983). While thc maximum likclihoud estimator will not be cunsistent
as y inrrcascs with T fixed (although the incunsistency ís likel} to be SIILht, s2e
C,.~~e.~lrr ;rt~~l Trn~.,inli IQ,S,,SI it ~~ill ),i.. rt~ngigtenr ~~nyl ~~~n~prJ.ri,~~ll.. I:JrP.:SI :5 :~

increascs fur givcn y; sce Hcijm~ns and 1ltagnus (19J6u, 19~6h) fur regularity
rondition. in a more gcncral cuntcxt. The lattcr case (w~hcre T increascs and y is
Iixedl iz thc onc ,vz havc in mind in this study and an empiric;tl example is
dcuribcd in thc fulluwing scction.

~. A;1 I:MF'IKICAL ILLUSTRATION: INT[RFUEL SUDSrITUT10N

Iti pUTCII ~IAtiUI'ACTUKIN(G

In thi. sc~tiun, wc illustrate the modcl discussed abuve by estímating it using :t
comhincd titnc-scrics, crusrscction data sct rclating tu thc inputs o( fucls in
variuus Dutrh manufarturing industrirs. ln particular, wc cstim:uc a sy,tcnt uf
furl cu,t sharc eyuations fur six industries taking intu arwunt ContenlpuraneJUs
an~í scrial currclatiuns in the disturbances by using uur errur cump.~nents mudel.

In rrrcnt ycars thcre has bccn substanti;ll intcrest in thc ctl~rcts of rapidl~
rh:rn~ing cner~y priccs upon industrial structure :Ind the dcmand for cncrg~ and
nun-cncrg~ inputs. Nut unly havc cncrgy prires hccn changin~; rcLlti~c to thc
pricr. uf uthcr inputs, hut priccs uf thc various cncrt:y inputs havc al.u hccn
changing relalive tu ruch uther. Uur empiriral appliratiun is c~,nt'erne,l with
mr;uuring thc ~hangcs in the mix u( (uur typrs uf tnrrgy inputs in respunsr tu

' ~I:~pnu.IIN7~. I-hrorem il.
.. ~rr ~LiFnu: I lar~'. p. ?47 and foolnorr 71.
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changes in the relative prices of these inputs using annual time-series data for six
manufacturing industries in The Netherlands. The substitution between energy
and non-energy inputs in Ttte Netherlands was studied by jNagnus (1979). Pre-
vious attempts to measure the substitution and complementarity relationships
between fuels in The Netherlands are by Pindyck (1979) and Griffin (1977), both
of whom use aggregate data. In contrast, the present study represents a disaggre-
gated approach, using combined time-series and cross-section data for six sepa-
rate industries within the Dutch manufacturing sector.

We distinguished between four types of energy: (i) solid fuels (COAL), (ii) liquid
fuels (O[L), (iii) natural and manufactured gas (GAS), and (iv) electricity (ELEC).
We also distinguish between six industries of the Dutch manufacturíng sector: (i)
food, beverages and tobacco products (FOOD), (ii) textiles (TEXT), (iii) paper
and paper products (PAPR), (iv) chemical industry (CHEM), (v) building materi-
als, earthenware, glass, and glass products (BLDG), and (vi) fabricated metal
products, transport equipment, and mechanical and electrical engineering
(METL). The six industries combined account for roughly 75 percent of Dutch
manufacturing output.' Data requirements prohibit further disaggregation.

Under the assumption that each industry faces the same energy prices, the
estimation requires data for price indices of COAL, OIL, GAS, and ELEC, and
input costs for each of the four energy types in each industry. The time period is
1958 to 1976, for this is the period during which the data collected by The
Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics are available.e

(n order to model the energy outlays of difierent industries, we assume that
each industry minimises its cost in two stages, whereby the optimal mix of fuel
inputs is chosen in the first stage, and in the second stage the optimal amount of
"aggregate energy" is chosen along with other variable inputs and outputs.9 This
assumption implies that we can investigate the substitution possibilities between
the various fucl inputs without having to concern ourselves with substitution
bctween fuel inputs and other commodities.

Assuming, in addition, that the funetional form for the unit cost function in the
first stage is the translog function due to Christensen, lorgenson, and Lau (1973),
we obtain the following cost share equations:

j-1,...,n-4;
~

(5.1) 1;;,-b'~t ~ 6k~InPk~tur„ i-1,...,9-6:
k~l

t-1,...,T-19,

whcre ~~;J, denotes the share of fuel input j in the total energy cost of production

' The main industry left oW is the basic metal industry. From 1958-1968 this industry was a net
pnxiucer of gas. Since we wished to concentrate upon thc demand for the inputs of energy, rather
than on their supplies, the basic metal industry did not fit into our framework.

" A full documentation and discussion of the data ( in Dutch) is provided in Magnus and Vastenou
t 197X~. The data are tabled in the Appendia to Magnus and Woodland (1987b).

" The "two-stage optimization" is equivalent to homothetic separability of fuel inputs from all
other inputs and outputs in the technology. See Shephard (1970, p. 143-146).
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in industry i at time t, pk, is the price of the kth fuel input at time t(which is the
same for each industry), the u;j, are disturbances, and the parameters b'j and b,',j
satisfy'o

n n
( S.2) bkj- bjk , ~ b'~ - 1, ~ bkf - 0.

j-t jst

Since we are dealing with shares, the disturbances are constrained by ~;- t u;~, -
0. This implies that we may arbitrarily drop one of the n equations, say the last,
in each ycar and for each industry ( for example, see Barten 1969). Incorporating
the parameter restrictions, we can write (5.1) as

(S.3)
with

Ytt - Xrit f utr

1'~t - (1'ut, Yz~t ~ Ya~.)~, utt - (ut~r, uzrt, ua~t)~,

1 0 ~ `ylt Y'2r W3t ~ ~ 0

X, - 0 1 0 0 ~t, 0 ~zt ~3r 0 ,
0 0 1 0 0 ~il, 0 ~zt ~~,

where ~j, - In (pj,~p„), j- 1, 2, 3, and

i~~ -(b~t, b'z, 6~s~ bit~ biz~ bi~~ biz~ bia~ bi3)~.
The model described by (5.3) thus fits into the framework developed in pre-

vious sections. In the present case, T- 19, g- 6, p- n - 1- 3, and k - 9. Also
notice that the matrix of explanatory variables is independent of i and so the
results of Section 4 apply.

We shall assume that the disturbance vectors u;, are distributed according to
Assumption 2.1. The stochastic specification thus employs a multivariate error
components model involving serial correlation. This model specifies that the
vector of random disturbances in the system of share equations is composed of a
vector which is difTerent for each índustry, and a common vector, which reHects
macro-economic disturbances afïecting all industries in the same manner. As a
result, the disturbances for the difïerent industries are correlated with each other,
requiring joint estimation o( the share equations for all industries on efficiency
grounds. Moreover, both components of the disturbance vectors are assumed to
follow first-order autoregressive processes. Thus, the model involves both con-
temporaneous and intertemporal correlations between disturbances. It is esti-
mated by the method of maximum likelihood. Our tests show that both the
intertemporal correlations and the correlations between the industry disturbances
are not negligible and, hence, that there are eff;ciency gains arising from joint
estitnation of the industry share equations.

"' Thc fira set of restrictions are the symmetry restrictions required for identification. The remain-
ing reurictions are necassary and suRcient for the cost function to lx homogeneous of degree one in
prices or. eyuivalently, for the share equations to sum to unity and lx homogeneous of degree zero ín
prier~.
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TAULe I
PnRAMF.T[R FSTIMATFS FOR TRANSLOG C(MT FUNCTIONS'

FOOD TEXT PAPR CHEM BLDG METL

I030 0927 1468 .0578 .2076 .067I
I.tl.t241 (.0417) (.04G9) (.04901 (.0420) (.0430)

3088 ?376 .2216 1643 .19t4 1339
1.08621 (.0857) (.0896) (.0912) (.0859) (.0866)

2071 .1 S23 .2533 .2742 .2910 .1498
(.(ISSGI (A8S3) (.0875) (.0885) (.O8SS) (.OSS9)
.3811 .5174 3784 5037 .3100 .6492

tA278) (.0270) (.0330) (.0354) (.0274) (.0286)
-A157 -.0242 -.0819 .0603 -.0822 .0162

t.04301 (-~~) (.OS74) (.0634) (.0417) (.0452)
-,OG83 -.0605 -.OS10 -.OS19 -.0453 -.0205

t.0407) (.0384) (.OS47) (.0605) (.0395) (.0429)
.0832 .OS97 .1398 OS19 .0893 .0009

(.0?37) (.0227) (.0299) (.0325) (.0232) (.0246)
0007 .0250 -.0069 -.0603 .0382 .W34

(.0271) (.0254) (.0369) (.0410) (.0262) (.0286)
OG04 .1320 0695 .2489 .1049 .II42

t.OGl4) t.0589) (.0771) (.0839) (.0600) (.0637)
0-170 0291 .0253 -.0165 .0063 .0044

I.OJ281 1-0421) (.0480) (.OSO41 (.0424) (.0436)
-.0391 -.1006 -.0438 -.I805 -.0660 -.0982

1.0?S91 (.0241) (.0362) (.0404) (.0249) (.0275)
-.038G -.0109 -.0944 .0200 -.02G3 .0830

(.0124) (.0419) (.0459) (.0475) (.0421) 60429)
-.0915 -.0779 -.0707 -.OSSS -.0693 -.0883
(.01851 (.OI75) (-0252) (.0279) (.0180) (.0196)
1300 .IS3S 1214 .29G3 .0971 .1831

t.03031 (.0285) (.0415) (.0462) (.0293) (.0321)

' Asymplotic standard errors are in parentheses. Fuels are indicated by C- coal, O- oil,

G - ~Ji, E - e1tCIrlClly.

Since the model ( S.3) describes the type of linear regression equations investi-

g:tted in Section 4, Theorem 2 applies and we can concentrate the likelihood
function with respect to the 54 (i; parameters of the share equations. The con-

centrated likelihood function then contains only 19 independent parameters, con-
sisting of 6 lower triangular elements of s,, another 6 for f-, S 7, parameters and
the autoregression parameters x and p. The full covariance matrix in this empiri-

cal example is of dimension Ty(n - 1) - 19 x 6 x 3- 342. The decomposition
of the inverse and determinant of the covariance matrix, as provided by Theorem
l, rcyuires calculation of inverses and determinants of matrices of order 3 rather
than of the full covariance matrix. Thus, Theorems 1 and 2 allow considcrable
simpli(ication of the computational burden involved in calculating the likelihood
function.

The full model was estimated by maximizing the concenlraled log-likelihood
(unction with respect to the 19 covariance parameters.' ` The ~3; estimates are
prescnted togethcr with the estimates of their asymptotic standard errors in
Tablc I.

npprOximately one half of the parameters of the share equations are signifi-

" The ~tl, cailnalc, w~cre ubtnincd using Ihe Quasi-Newlon aJgurithm by Flclcher(I972).
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TABLE 2

FSTIMATESOFCUVARIANCE PARAMETERS'

0'

COAL OIL GAS ELEC

COAL 2.87 (.44)
OI L - I. I 5(.42) 5.37 (.82)
GAS -.93 (.32) -2.64 (. SI) 3.03 (.47)
ELEC -.79 (?5) - 1.58 (.37) S4 (.2S) 1.84 (.28)

r'
COA L 2.72 ( LOS)
OIL .20 ( I.54) I3.08 (4.57)
GAS -2.32 (1.63) - 1 L96 ( 4.29) 13.23 (4.49)
ELEC -.bl ( . 48) -Lj2 (1.01) 1.05 ( .96) .87 (.39)

Autocorrelation
parameters

POOD TEXT PAPR CHEM BLDG METL a p
8175 .6271 2.22I4 2.9321 .7139 I.O101 . 7398 .9378

1.1698) (.1267) (.4686) (. 6187) (.1468) ( .2116) (.0385) (.0372)

' Asymptotic slandard errors are in parentheses. Estimates of parameters and standard errors of
A' and r' are the values in the table multiplied by 10"`. Since the :is are normalized by E,'.-, ~i~ '-
G, the i. estimate for METL and its standard error were obtained indirectly.

cantly ditlérent from zero, using a S percent type I error probability." In addi-
tion, about 40 percent of the price coelficients are significantly different from zero,
showing the importance of the dependence of fuel cost shares upon the relative
priccs of the four fuels. For example, in most industries bc~ is significantly posi-
tive, indicating that an increase in the price of gas will cause an increase in the
cost share of coal. A more detailed analysis of the estimates of the substitution-
complementarity relationships between fuels is provided in Magnus and Wood-
land (1987h).

The ML estimates for ~', f'', i.,, and the autocorrelation parameters a and p,
together with the estimates of their asymptotic standard errors are presented in
Table 2.'~ We see that the I"' parameters are roughly twice the size of the A'
parameters (as measured by their traces), which underlines the importance of the
disturbances e, (which afTect all industries in the same way) relative to the distur-
bances t:;, (which difier from industry to industry). It is remarkable that the sign
patterns of 0' and I"' are the same, but for one element. Ignoring for the
moment the autocorrelation parameters a and p, the disturbance covariance
tnatrix for thc ith industry is f-' f i,t ~' in every year, and since the ~~ s are in the
ordcr of unity, the sign of an element of I'' t i.;0' is the same as the sign of the
corresponding element of ~'. Since all non-príce efíects are represented by the

" Since there are only 19 years of observations, it is doubtful if the asymptotic theory would hotd
:md su the signilican~r tesU must be interpreted cautiously. .

" A' and r' are the full 4 x 4 covariance matrices of which A and r are the 3 x 3 north-west
submulrices. The last lines of ~' and r' have been reconstructed using the adding-up constraint.
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Twet.[ 3
TtSr ()t C()VAIt1AN('1: I(lS"rltK`nUNS~

Ra,trictiun f- 0 A- 1 x- 0 p- 0 x - p

L 769.21 831.24 793.43 830.50 847.81
LR Slatislic I61.81 37.74 I13.36 39.22 4.61

' L denutes thc luglikelihuod of the restricted model. The loglikelihood of the unrestricted model is

L' - 8í0.1 1. The likelihoud ratio statistic is LR - ?1C - L).

disturbance, the elements of ~' indicate that non-price factors a(Tecting the cost
share of a particular input will, in general, have an opposite efíect on the cost
shares of the othcr inputs. (The exception is gas - electricity.) The matrix i'
rcpresents the covariances between input shares which are common to all indus-
tries. Thus, far example, if one industry uses a larger than average amount of gas
thcn the share of coal and oil will tend to be smaller in euery industry, since ycc
and ;(;o are negative. Also, since f- has significantly positive diagonal e(ements, if
one industry has a larger than average share for an input (say oil) then all other
industrics will tcnd to have larger than average shares for that input as well. It is
in this manner that the error components formulation models the overall allo-
cation efTects ofeconomy..wíde disturbances.

Tlie i. estimates in Table 2 show that, while the hypothesis that i.; - 1 in all
industries is rejected (as we shall see shortly), only three industríes (TEXT, PAPR,
and CHEM) show a i. value which is significantly different from one. The covari-
ance matriccs of the disturbances in the CHEM and PAPR industries are some-
what "larger" than average, while the covariance matrix of the disturbances in
the TEXT industry is somewhat "smaller."

Finally, the cstimates of the two autocorrelation parameters, oï -.74 and p-
.94, are both highly significant, thus firmly rejecting the hypothesis of time inde-
p(:ndcnce.

As we indicated in Section 2, several special cases of the general covariance
structure are of interest. We therefore estimated the following five restricted
versions of the model: i' - 0, A- 1, a- 0, p- 0, a- p." The resulting likeli-
hood ratio (LR) statistics are presented in Table 3. Each of these hypotheses is
rcjectcd at the 5 percent significance level.13 These results confirm the significance
of our assumption regarding the covariance structure.

The lest result, (~ 0, indicates that the error component, e„ which is common
to all industries, is an important part of the disturbance vector in our empirical
application. It therefore justifies the approach taken, whereby the share equations

" It is not obvious how the hypothesis Ho: T- 0 should be tested. One problem is that f lies on

the boundary uf the parameter space, if Ho is true. Anolher is that nuisance parameters are present

unly under the alternative hypothesis, i.e. if we write f- a~f with tr Í- 1, then f- 0 is equivalent
to a' - 0 irrespective of the values in f. See Moran (1971) and Davies (1977). !n our case lhe LR

slatistic. thuugh not strictly applicable, is sull'iciently large (161.81) to reject Howith cunfidence.
'` At thc 5 fxrcent signilicance level the critical Xz values are 3.84 ( I degree of freedom) and 11.1 (5

degrecs uf freeduml: at thc I per~ront level we have 6.63 (l degree of freedom) and I5.1 (5 degrees of

(reedom I.
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of thc six industries were estimated jointly rather than separately for each indus-
try. The result that A~ I indicates that the disturbance covariance matrices for
the six industries are not the same. Finally, the tests on parameters a and p
den,onstrate that both of the two-error components are subject to serial corre-
lation, but that the 6rst-order autocorrelation paramelers are difTerent.

These test results show, therefore, that the data are not consistent with any of
our model's special cases of the covariance structure for the disturbances. This
model is fairly general in that it allows for contemporaneous correlation between
disturbances within and between industries, as well as serial correlation, in a way
that is parsimonious regarding parameters. The model also allows a significant
decotnposition of the likelihood function. The question of whether this specifi-
cation would be rejected in favour of some more general model is beyond the
scopc of this paper.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we extend the two-error component regression model to deal
simult:tncously with the case where each component is a vector (multivariate
error components) and with the case where each component is serially correlated.
The modcl is discussed and the maximum likelihood estimator analyzed. In
particular, in the nonlinear regression context it is shown that the determinant
and inverse of the covariance matrix can be decomposed so that the likelihood
function can be evaluated bv calculatine determinants and inverses of order at
most p(the number of equations). -

In the case of a linear regression model where the matrix of explanatory
variables does not depend upon the cross-section, it is shown that the likelihood
function may be analytically concentrated with respect to the regression parame-
ters, thus permitting the ML estimates to be obtained by maximizing the con-
centr~ted log-likelihood funetion with respect to only the covariance parameters.

In addition, the asymptotic covariance matrix for the ML estimators is ob-
tained. The papcr also shows how the results may be extended to deal with more
complicated covariance structures for the error components.

Thc model and ML estimation procedure are illustrated by applying them to a
combined cross-section, time-series data set on fuel consumption in six Dutch
manufacturing industries over the post-war period.

The use of combined cross-section and time-series data requires special atten-
tion to the stochastic specification. The error components structure for the distur-
bance in a univariate regression model is well established in the theoretical
literature. Our generalization of this model allows for the usual correlations
betwecn disturbances in the fuel equations, for the correlation between distur-
bances in the difïerent industries (via the error components structure), and for
corrclations bctween disturbances in difierent time periods. These correlations are
achicved by a minimal number of covariance parameters. Our empirical results
show that the interindustry and the intertemporal correlations are significant,
indicating that joint estimation of the complete set of industry fuel share equa-
tions is justificd on grounds of ef(iciency.
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Despite the large number of parameters to be estimated, the error components
modcl we specify is relatively easy to estimate by maximum likelihood. It should
bc useful in a variety of conlexts, especially since multivariate data are becoming
increasingly available as combined cross-section and time-series.

Londun School n~ Ecunomics, En~lnnd
Unirersít ~~ u~ S~~dnet'. Austrulia

APPENDIX

SOMF. MATRIX RESULTS USEFUL POR MULTIVARIATE TWO ERROR

COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

The three lemmas in this appendiz give the mathematical background of Theo-
rems 1 and 2. They also provide tJre tools for extending the theory to more
gcncral covariance structures. The proofs, which make repeated use of Lemma
3? of Magnus (1982), are given in detail in Magnus and Woodland (1987a).

Let L, M and 0 be positive definite matrices of orders q x q (q ~ 2), T x T
and p x p, respectivcly. Let G and f" be positive semidefinite matrices of orders
T z T and p x p, respectively, and let a~ 0 be a q x 1 veclor. Let S be a
nonsingular T x T matrix with columns al, ..., aT, such [hat

(A.11 S'MS - !r and S'GS - ~

where - is a diagonul T x T matrix with nonnegative diagonal elements ~„ ...,
~.~-."' Dc(inc

(A.21 x-o'L-'u, W,-Ofa~,I', t-1,...,T,

and

(A.3) f2-LQMp~fuu'QGQf".

Lcmma A.I givcs the determinant and the inverse of the very complicated
qTp x yTp matrix S2 in a manageable and computable form.

Lr:~t~tA A.I. The qTp x qTp nmfrix S2 defined in (A.3) is posiriuc deJinire with

dc~(i~rniinunf

IA.4)

und iin rrse

~~~ - ~~-~rnlMlvvlAl~a-rlr n ~ W~
~-

(A.5) S2 ' - (L ' - (I~x)L-'~~u'L-1) Q M-' Q A-'

r
-f (l~a)C'un'C' Q ~ (a,a; Q W, ').

~-

"' Thr m:uri~ S c:m ba runstrucred as follows: le~ Q tx a syuare mairix wrh ~hal Af -' - QQ', and
Ict "!. tx an onhugunal ma~rix such thal Z'Q'GQZ - é (diagunal). Then S- QZ has the JesireJ
pn~prrucs. S~-r aL.o 14cllman I I970, p. Sál.
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Now, in addition to the matrices defined above, le[ X1, Xz, ..., Xr be p x k
matrices such that the matrix

(A.6) X - (Xí, XZ, ..., XT)'

has full column-rank k. Let N be a q x r matrix (1 ~ r 5 q) with full column-rank
r and dcfinc

(A.7) X- N Q~, Lo -(N'C `N)-' and b- N'L-'a.

Denote by Ir" and a„ the st-th element of M-' and S, respectively. Defining

(A.8)

and

(A.9)

we obtain Lemma A.2.

t-1 a-1 s-1

Lt:~tntn A?. The k x k nmtrices Qt and Qz dehned in ( A.8) and (A.9) are both
prr.eirire de~inite. Fw~tltermore, ij tlte q x 1 oector a is a linear combination oJ the
cohunns n~N. then

(A.10) X'f2-'X - (Ló' - (l~a)bb') t~ Qt f (l~a)bb' ~ Qz

cutrl

(A.I I) (X'~-`X)-' -1Lo -(t~a)Lobb~l-o) ~ Qi c -H (l~a)Lobb'Lo ~ Qz 1.

Rr:MnRt:. The assumption that a lies in the column-space of N is made for
simplicity only. It will be satisfied in most applications; in particular, it is satisfied
in our :tpplication. Without this condition the expcessions become somewhat
more involved.

Finally, let y,c (j - l, ..., y; t - 1, ..., T) be p x 1 vectors and define the
y"I'p x 1 vector

(A.12) l'-(Yít~Yíz~.. ~Yír~.. .Yqr)~.

Dcnote by i." and l, the ijth element and jth column of L-', respectively, and
define

(A.13)
T T

~, - ~ ~ u~x;e-ty,,,
s-1 !-1

9
(A.14) c - (1~a) ~ (a'l;k;,

;-1

(A.IS) d-~~ (,~t a,rX,J Wr t~,~t QuY,J ,

r r
Qt - ~ ~ ps~X,A-tX~

rzl i-1

Q2 -~~[-, Qu X,~ Wr t~~ Q,~ X,~ ~
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where

a
(A.16) Y, - (Ua) ~ (a {;)Y;:.

;-1

LEntMn A.3. !f u is u lineur eontóination oJthe colwnns of N, then

(A.17) X'f2-' y- b p(d - c) -E ~(N'l; t~ c;),
;-1

(A.18) (-~~~-tX)-!X'~-lY-~-oh t~ (Qz'd-Qi t~)f ~~~-oN~{; ~ Qi'~;),
i-t

nnd

(A.19)
r r ' 'aJ,,~ - t J, - ~ ~ ~.r( ~ ~ ~"Yá0 - lY;r - aY, 0 - t Yr~

s-1 r~l ` i-1 jsl

I Cf a ~ ~, aat Yr Wr L Q,tY,
t-l s~l ,-1
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